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Scrivener is an program for writers of all kinds - from amateurs to professionals. It has a wide variety of features to accommodate different
purposes, including novels, screenplays, academic papers and dissertations, general non-fiction, journalism, blogging, and much more. It’s a
ring-binder, a scrapbook, an outliner, and a text editor.
Now, before I lose the interest of individuals that aren't story writers, know that Scrivener tries to present as simple an interface as possible.
You can configure it to look like a
basic word processor or configure
it to use outlines and index cards
(for organizing your material).
Basically, it is useful to anyone
who needs to create text, collect
research notes, sort ideas, etc. It
has a degree of flexibility and
complexity to suit every need.
Scrivener lets you compose your
text in any order or in sections as
large or small as you like. You can
hammer out every last detail
before typing a word or create a
draft and then restructure it later.
Novelists can write each scene in a
separate document or write whole
chapters as one document. Theses
can be split into arguments,
chapters or paragraphs. You can
switch instantly between editing
your manuscript one section at a
time or together as a whole.
Scrivener allows you to write,
research, and arrange long
documents by breaking them into
smaller sections. Each section is
integrated into a project outline,
meaning that you can step back
and work with an overview.
Restructuring is as easy as drag and ,
drop.
You can import your research
documents - images, PDF files, web pages, even movie and sound files directly into Scrivener. You can view it right alongside whatever you’re
writing, so your research is always within reach.
How you structure your project is for you to decide - you might have a folder for each chapter containing text documents for each scene; you
might have no folders and just use text documents for each chapter; you might do something completely different. There’s no right way or
wrong way - only your way.
Every document in a Scrivener project is associated with a synopsis and notes. Scrivener’s outliner (Figure 3) and Cork board (Figure 2) views

show only the synopsis and title of each document, allowing you to get an over-all view of your document.
Metadata
You can use meta-data to record and find useful
information, Color code sections using labels, track the
progress of revisions by applying a "Status", and assign
keywords for anything you want. You can even create your
own meta-data fields to suit the demands of your project.
Table Of Contents
Except for ebooks, there is no support for inserting a table
of contents into your document that will update itself as you
change the names of items in your draft or move them
around. But for output, there are tools to produce a static list
that is cross-referenced to page numbers.
Collections
Collections let you create lists of related documents from
anywhere in your project. Build smart lists that automatically
show you documents that need more work, or scenes written
from a particular point of view. Want to track which
chapters are flashbacks? Just throw them in a "Flashbacks"
collection.
Figure 2. You can use Scrivener’s Cork Board and Index cards to map out
the order of your document before you even start. They can be reshuffled
Set Targets and Track Progress
later if you want to rearrange the order of your chapters etc. The cards are
You can set word or character targets for your entire titles and have short descriptions.
manuscript or for sections within it or set a target for the
current writing session. Scrivener can keep track of word and character counts as you write and you can check the Writing History to see how
much you have written each day, each month, or a combined total.
Templates
When you first open Scrivener, you are presented with a Projects Template window that is divided into these categories:
• Getting started: This is where the Scrivener manual is located, plus it has a very in-depth interactive tutorial that takes you step-by-step through
learning most of Scrivener's features.
• Blank: A typical blank page ready for you to configure to your needs.
• Fiction: Novel, Novel with Parts, and Short story templates.
• Non-Fiction: Essay (Chicago style), General Non-Fiction, General Non-Fiction (LaTex), Paper (APA), Paper (MLA), Research proposal, and
Undergraduate Humanities essay templates.
• Scriptwriting: Scrivener is not intended to be a
dedicated scriptwriting program, but it does have basic
script formatting and export formats that most
scriptwriting software can read (Figure 10). This
makes Scrivener suitable for first drafts. The available
templates are: BBC Radio scene style, BBC Taped
drama, Comic strip, Documentary Script, Screenplay,
Stage play (UK), Stage play (US).
• Miscellaneous: Persuasive Lecture, Poem, and Recipe
collection templates. BTW: The Recipe template is
very complex with all the meal categories/folders from
appetizers to deserts already created for you. It even
comes with a "Measurements and Equivalents"
document in the "Resources" folder that already has Figure 3. The Outline view shows the same information as the cork board
view, but just in a different way.
common ounce-to-cup etc. conversions listed.

Character and Scene templates
Other added features included with the Novel templates are empty
Character Sketch (Figure 7) and Scene Sketch (profile) templates. If you are
writing about a few people, it should be easy to keep straight each person’s
goal, physical description, personality, occupation, habits/mannerisms,
background, and internal conflicts. But if you are writing a novel with
hundreds of people like in the Harry Potter® books, it would be very hard to
remember all of these details for each of your characters. For example: I have
read stories on the internet where the author starts writing about a trait,
background, etc. for a character - not realizing that those traits were for a
different character. OOPS!
It might be equally hard to keep track if your story covers quite a few
locations. You would need to remember the season, unique features, sights,
sounds, and smells for each location. Again, I would read stories where the
author gets confused and refers to an event at a location only to have mixed
up his location details. This gets very confusing.
So you can see how using one of these templates for every character or
location can be a big help in keeping everything straight in your story.
Mistakes ruin the flow of the story and you know that there are people out
there who are just like me, who love to catch author’s mistakes. Don’t give
them/me the satisfaction.

Figure 4. Drawing a blank on a new character name? The
Name Generator will come up with hundreds of different
The Scrivener Interface
Once you choose either a blank template or one of the ready-made name combinations for you to choose from.
templates followed by choosing where your document will be saved, the
Scrivener main Interface window will open up (Figure 1). This window is divided into six different parts:
Across the top is the Toolbar which is customizable (with around 60 different Scrivener specific tools).
Beneath the Toolbar is the Format Bar (which contains your
standard text editing and formatting tools).
Along the left side is the "Binder" (a hierarchal list of all items in
your project). In other words, it is a nested list of documents that can
be expanded and collapsed so you can work with your whole outline
or only subsections of it (left side of Figure 1). You can drag-and-drop
items, document chapters, etc. to change their order in your project.
On the right side is the "Inspector". It has five panes of information
which cover different aspects of your document: Bookmarks, Notes,
Meta-data, Comments, Footnotes, and Snapshots (snapshots save a
version that you can revert back to or compare between different
versions).
At the center is your Editor window. This can be displayed as either
a single pane or split (either horizontally or vertically) into two panes
which shows you two different locations in your document, two
different documents, etc.
At the bottom is your Footer Bar: It will change depending on the Figure 5. You can split the Editor into two parts/panes. So you have
type of document visible and the current editor mode. The Footer Bar two different parts of your document showing at the same time. Or
generally concerns itself with manipulating or providing information (like in this case) you can place an audio file in one window and start
about the content in the Editor. It displays the Zoom drop-down transcribing the audio in the other.
menu and the Statistics Bar that contains a word count.
Now if this seems a bit confusing or overwhelming to you, you can always hide the Binder, Inspector, Format Bar, Toolbar, and the Footer Bar.
Then all you would see is the Editor window. No clutter. No confusion. So you can start simple and then add features as you need them.
As your needs grow, you may want to take advantage of Scrivener's three different View Modes:
Scrivenings view: If you have divided your document into many parts (such as chapters or scenes in a novel or play), you may want to see all of
the chapters or text at once rather than individually clicking on each document in the Binder. The Scrivenings view stacks all the files together like

they were on a long spool of paper. So even though your
project may contain dozens or hundreds of files, it looks
like one long document.
Cork board view: Cork board view is exactly that. A
Cork board background with index cards tacked to it
(Figure 2). Each file or folder you add to your project
receives an index card that you can add a title and a short
synopsis to (explaining what is contained within or needs
to be added to this section). This is a good way for writers
to map out the order of their novel or document before
actually writing it. Or maybe after writing your novel, you
decided that a particular scene would work better earlier or (Figure 6) The Linguistic Focus Panel lets you focus on different parts of
later in the story. Simply go to the Cork board view and speech in your document. In this example, “Direct Speech” is selected. So all
drag that scene's index card to another location. Wha-lah! of the dialog is highlighted and the rest of the text is faded out. You can then
edit the selected text while in this focussed state.
Everything reshuffles.
Outliner view: The Outliner view (Figure 3) is another
way to organize your documents. The outliner provides feedback for metadata. It is a handy place for easily making and viewing bulk changes to
your documents. The Cork board shows one level of depth, whereas the Outliner views hows more than one level at a time.
Name Generator
Do you have a hard time coming up with names for your characters or need a
pseudonym to protect the identify of an interviewed “source”. Then you’ll like Scrivener’s
Name Generator (Figure 4) which contains hundreds of common, regional, hyphenated,
and literary names. You can specify how obscure you want the name, whether it is a
hyphenated name, whether the forenames are just initials, etc. Press the “Generate Names”
button and Scrivener will provide you a list of names for you to choose from. Still not
satisfied? Change some of the Generator options and let it generate a whole new set of
names. It is bound to come up with a name that will suit your needs.
Transcribing audio and media files
Transcribing audio and media files in Scrivener is easy (Figure 5). All you have to do is to
activate the split view (either horizontally or vertically), bring in the audio file and then
open it in one of the views. You can then play the audio file in one Editor pane while
typing/transcribing in the other.
Linguistic focus
The Linguistic focus tool will fade out the text in the editor, leaving only the selected
part of speech highlighted. So you can highlight all of the “Direct Speech” that is within
quote marks (Figure 6), adjectives, adverbs, pronouns or whatever you wish to focus on.
You can edit the text while in this focussed state.

Figure 7. You can use the Character Sketch
template to keep track of each persons
characteristics, internal conflicts, etc.

Additional features:
• Sync: This lets you can easily share your work with collaborators or editors, and later read back any changes they have made directly into your
project. You could also access these files from cloud folders using mobile devices.
• Bibliography: Scrivener integrates with bibliography programs like
Bookends, EndNote, Zotero, or Sente.
• Math Equations: Scrivener integrates with MathType (purchased
separately) which lets you create mathematical notation for word processing
documents.
• Scratchpad: This can be used to quickly jot down notes that can be read
independent of which Binder file is open.
• Full Screen View: Scrivener supports full screen mode which blocks out
Figure 8. You can mark text with a revision level.
everything except the document.

• Even more features:
Annotations, Footnotes,
Endnotes, Commentary
notes, In-line notations,
Color-coded Revision
markings, and Automatic
backup.
Compiling /Exporting
When you are finished
creating and editing your
document, it needs to be
compiled for export or
printing. Compiling is a lot
more than just selecting the
Export menu. Scrivener's
Compile feature (Figure 9)
gives you complete control
over what is or isn't Figure 9. When you are finished with your document, manuscript, eBook, etc., you need to compile it
exported. You can choose for export or printing. Scrivener’s Compiler lets you specify exactly what is to be compile/exported, its
the file format: such as font, formatting etc.
Word, Open Office,
HTML Web Page,
MultiMarkdown, PDF, Final Draft, Fountain Screenplay, Rich Text or Plain
Text, ePub or Kindle eBooks. You can specify the exported font styles, set how
headers and footers appear, plus fine-tune the formatting of each level
of your draft. If this seems overwhelming, you can opt to use one of
Scrivener’s ready-made presets. BTW: Amazon’s KindleGen utility needs to
be downloaded and installed to export a complete Kindle book.
As a little side note, I like that not only can you save as an eBook, but you can
also add a picture as cover art for your eBook.
These are only few of Scrivener’s features. If you are interested in learning more
about Scrivener, I suggest that you go to the Scrivener website and watch the
available video tutorials.
iOS Version
There is an iOS version of Scrivener (sold separately) that requires iOS 9.0 or Figure 10. Scrivener comes with a number of script formats
later and is compatible with iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. This can be used by built in. But you can also create your own script formats
itself or it can be synced with the Mac version.
tailored to your own requirements.

The Skinny
Evaluation: I must admit that at first Scrivener did seem a bit overwhelming. But after watching all the available video tutorials and taking my time
running through the interactive tutorial - I felt more at ease using this program.
I believe that this will be a great asset to anyone who needs to organize their writing projects.
Requires: OS X 10.12 or higher
Company: Literature and Latte
Price: $49 BTW: The “Purchased from Vendor” license is for all Mac computers in your household whether you or a family member is using it.
• Scrivener from the Mac App Store: $48.99
• Scrivener for iOS from the App Store: $19.99
• Students and academics can buy Scrivener with a 15% discount.
Available 30 Day Trial Copy

